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Abstract: This paper presents a new family of complex spreading sequences designed using mutually orthogo-
nal(MO) complementary sets. Based on the technique described in this paper, the correlation properties of sets
of sequences are compared to well-known Walsh-Hadamard sequence sets. Further improvement of correlation
qualities can be achieved by employing a diagonal modification method. We also present simulation results of an
asynchronous multiuser CDMA system using the modified sequences.

1 Introduction

Orthogonal sequences are of a great practical interest for the current and future direct sequence(DS) code-division
multiple-access(CDMA) systems where the orthogonality principle can be used for channels separation, e.g. [1].
However, most of the known sets of orthogonal spreading sequences possess very poor aperiodic cross-correlation
characteristics, i.e. when there is any misalignment between the sequences corresponding to different users, the
cross-correlation between such misaligned sequences is usually quite high, resulting in significant multi-access
interference(MAI) problems where it is impossible to guarantee sequence alignment due, for example to different
propagation delays. The issue of misalignment due to different propagation delays can be mitigated by the use of
the so called sequences with zero (or low) correlation zones [2], but this approach usually requires a significant in-
crease in the spreading ratio and the sets of such sequences are rather small for the given sequence length. Another
possible solution to this problem can be use of orthogonal polyphase spreading sequences, like those proposed
in [4], which for some values of their parameters can exhibit a reasonable compromise between autocorrelation
and cross-correlation functions. Polyphase spreading sequences are rather difficult to implement as this require
an analog phase modulator. In the paper we introduce quadri-phase orthogonal spreading sequences derived from
mutually orthogonal (MO) complementary sets [3] and modified using a diagonal modification method proposed
in [5] to achieve good aperiodic cross-correlation characteristics.

2 Construction technique using MO complementary sets of sequences

In this section, we briefly introduce complex MO complementary sequences. For a general background reading,
we refer the reader to [3].
Let Ai be a complex sequence. LetψAi Ai denote the aperiodic autocorrelation function of the sequenceAi and
ψAi Ai (k) be thekth element in the sequenceψAi Ai . Sequences (Ai ,1 ≤ i ≤ M) are complementary if and only if they
have zero aperiodic autocorrelation, except for the zero shift:

M∑

i=1

ψAi Ai (k) = 0, k , 0 (1)

Let ψAi Bi denote the cross correlation function of the complex sequencesAi , Bi , 1 ≤ i ≤ M. Let ψAi Bi (k) denote
the kth element in the sequenceψAi Bi and let (Ai ,1 ≤ i ≤ M) be a complementary set of sequences. The set of
sequences (Bi) is said to be a mate of the set (Ai) if

1. the length ofAi is equal to the length ofBi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ M,
2. the set (Bi) is also complementary, and
3.

∑M
i=1ψAi Bi (k) = 0, ∀k

A collection of complementary sets of sequences is said to bemutually orthogonalif any two in this collection are
mates to each other. The construction of bipolar MO complementary set of more than two sequences are described
in [3]. Here, we focus on synthesizing larger complex MO complementary sets.
Let Ã denote the reverse and conjugate of the sequenceA, and -A denote the negation of the sequenceA. For
brevity, we denote sequence element 1 by+, -1 by -, i by i and -i by j for complex sequences. A larger number of
MO sets of sequences with bigger size can be generated by the following theorems [3].
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Theorem 2.1 Let Ai ,1 ≤ i ≤ M be a complementary set consisting of an even number of sequences of the same
length. Then{Ã2,−Ã1, Ã4,−Ã3, . . . , ÃM ,−ÃM−1, } is one of its mates.

Theorem 2.2 Let A be a matrix whose columns are MO complementary sets. LetB =

[
A⊗ A −A⊗ A
−A⊗ A A⊗ A

]
, where

⊗ denotes interleaving. Then, the columns of B are also MO complementary sets. The interleaving of two sequences
X = {x1, x2, . . .} andY = {y1, y2, . . .} is defined asX ⊗ Y = {x1, y1, x2, y2, . . .}.
Theorem 2.3 Let (A11,A21, . . . ,AM1, ), (A12,A22, . . . ,AM2), . . . , (A1k,A2k, . . . ,AMk) bek mutually orthogonal com-

plementary sets of sequences. Let4 =



A11 A12 A1k

A21 A22 A2k

...
... . . .

...

AM1 AM2 AMk


, and4πr denote a matrix obtained from4 by

a permutation of the columns of4. Let H be a t × s orthogonal complex orthogonal matrix. Define4′ =

h11(4π1) h12(4π1) h1s(4π1)
h21(4π2) h22(4π2) h2s(4π2)

...
... . . .

...

ht1(4πt) ht2(4πt) hts(4πt)


, wherehi j (4πk) is a matrix with entries obtained by multiplying all se-

quences in4πk byhi j . Then the columns of4′ are MO complementary sets of sequences.

Example 2.1 In this example, we show the construction of bigger MO complementary sets using Theorem 2.3.

Let4 =



+ + j i i j + +

+ + i j i j − −
j i + + + + i j
i j + + − − i j


de f
=



A11 A12

A21 A22

A31 A32

A41 A42


. Note that4 is a 4× 2 matrix of sequences. The first

column of4,



+ + j i
+ + i j
j i + +

i j + +


, and the second column of4,



i j + +

i j − −
+ + i j
− − i j


, are both complementary because

ψA11A11 +ψA21A21 +ψA31A31 +ψA41A41 = {0,0,0,16,0,0,0} andψA12A12 +ψA22A22 +ψA32A32 +ψA42A42 = {0,0,0,16,0,0,0}.
4 is MO complementary sequences sets since the sum of cross correlation is zero for the two columns in4, which
meansC(2) ≡ ψA11A12 + ψA21A22 + ψA31A32 + ψA41A42 = {0,0,0,0,0,0,0}.

Let H =

(
+ i
+ j

)
,4π1 = 4,4π2 =



i j + + + + j i
i j − − + + i j
+ + i j j i + +

− − i j i j + +


. Theorem 2.3 gives

4′ =



+ + j i i j + + i i + − − + i i
+ + i j i j − − i i − + − + j j
j i + + + + i j + − i i i i − +

i j + + − − i j − + i i j j − +

i j + + + + j i + − j j j j − +

i j − − + + i j + − i i j j + −
+ + i j j i + + j j + − − + j j
− − i j i j + + i i + − + − j j



=



B11 B12 B13 B14
B21 B22 B23 B24
B31 B32 B33 B34
B41 B42 B43 B44
B51 B52 B53 B54
B61 B62 B63 B64
B71 B72 B73 B74
B81 B82 B83 B84



,

where the sum of cross correlation functions of the first andkth columns of4′ is zero, i.e.C(k) ≡ ψB11B1k +ψB21B2k +

. . . + ψB81B8k = {0,0,0,0,0,0,0}, k = 2,3,4.
The MO complementary sets of sequences have applications in multicarrier CDMA communication systems for
minimizing MAI on a nonfading channel [6]. The following example shows that how we construct a quadri-phase
orthogonal spreading sequences with length 32 by using MO complementary sets.

Example 2.2 Starting from a set of complex complementary sequence{A1,A2,A3,A4} of length 4, letA1 = [+ +

j i ],A2 = [+ + i j ],A3 = Ã1,A4 = Ã2 andB1 = Ã2, B2 = −Ã1, B3 = A2, B4 = −A1. The following steps

1): constructingAB4×8 =



A1 B1

A2 B2

A3 B3

A4 B4


, columns ofAB4×8 are MO complementary sets according to theorem 2.1,

2): let AB4×8π1 denote a matrix obtained fromAB4×8 by permutation of the two columns ofAB4×8, since

H =



+ i
+ j
− i
− j


is an orthogonal matrix, thenAB16×16 =



AB4×8 i ∗ AB4×8

AB4×8 j ∗ AB4×8

−AB4×8π1 i ∗ AB4×8π1

−AB4×8π1 j ∗ AB4×8π1


is mutually orthogo-

nal from Theorem 2.3. Also,AB16×16 is an orthogonal matrix which satisfiesAB16×16∗ABH
16×16 = 16I16, here



(.)H denotes conjugate transpose.

3): finally, AB32×32 =

(
AB16×16 i ∗ AB16×16

AB16×16 j ∗ AB16×16

)

generate quadri-phase MO complementary setsAB32×32. Longer orthogonal sequences can be obtained by repeat-
ing step 3.

The matrixAB32×32 defines the set of 32-chip spreading sequences which are characterized by the following cor-
relation parameters:Cmax = 0.9325, Amax = 0.5590, RCC = 0.7269, RAC = 2.0938. The above parameters,
used for measuring “good” signatures for CDMA systems, were introduced by Oppermann and Vucetic in [4].
RCC denotes the average mean-square value of cross-correlation for all sequences in the set. Similarly,RAC can
be used for comparison of the autocorrelation properties of the set on the same basis as their cross-correlation
properties. It is desirable to have bothRCC and RAC as low as possible, as the higherRCC value results in
stronger MAI, and an increase ofRAC impedes synchronization. However, decreasing theRAC value causes an
increase ofRCC, and vice versa. We also need to consider the maximum value of peaks in both aperiodic cross-
correlation functions over the whole set and in the aperiodic autocorrelation functions, denoted asCmax andAmax,
respectively. For the comparison, the corresponding values for the Walsh-Hadamard sequences of length 32 are:
Cmax = 0.9688, Amax = 0.9688, RCC = 0.7873, RAC = 6.5938. The new 32-chip sequences from Example 2.2
have lower values ofRAC andRCC resulting in less MAI and better synchronization properties.

3 Sequence modification method

Further improvement to the values of correlation parameters of the sequence sets based on MO complementary
sets, can be obtained using the method proposed in [5]. The method is based on the fact that an orthogonal matrixH
must satisfy the conditionHHH = NI, whereI is theN × N identity matrix and (.)H denotes conjugate transpose.
The modification is achieved by taking another orthogonalN × N matrix DN, and the new set of sequences is
constructed asWN = HDN which is also orthogonal. It has been shown that the correlation properties of the
modified sequences defined byWN can be significantly different to those of the original sequences [5].
In [7], a simple class of orthogonal matrices of any order is introduced as diagonal matrices. To preserve the
normalization of the sequences, the elements of the diagonal matrixDN, being in general complex numbers, must
of the form:

dm,n =

{
0 f or m, n

exp(iφm) f or m = n m,n = 1, ...,N
(2)

The most commonly used types of spreading sequences are bipolar sequences and quadri-phase sequences. In the
first case, the values ofφm,m = 1,2, ...N, are limited to{0, π}, and the phase coefficientsφm can take values from
the set{0,0.5π, π, 1.5π} in the second case.
To find the best possible modifying matrixDN, we have to do an exhaustive search of all possible quadri-phase
diagonal matrices of lengthN satisfying (2), and choose the one with which the modified spreading sequences give
the best correlation performance.

Example 3.1 In this example we show the results of minimizingCmax for the 32-chip sequences set constructed in
Example 2.2. After 60000 trials, the lowest value ofCmax has been achieved by using modifying matrixD32 with
the following quadri-phase symbols on the diagonal: [+ j i i + j i j j − i + − i − j j j j + − − i i i i + j j i − +].

The modified sequences have the following correlation parameters:Cmax = 0.3494, Amax = 0.2965, RCC =

0.9718, RAC = 0.8750. The results show that a significant improvement in autocorrelation characteristics has
been achieved at the expense of slightly degrading in the cross-correlation properties. In Figure 1, we present the
plot of the peak magnitudes for the cross-correlation functions between any pair of the modified sequence set, and
the peaks in the autocorrelation functions for all the modified sequences, represented as solid line and dotted line,
respectively.

4 System simulation results

To assess performance of the derived sequence set when used in an asynchronous CDMA system, we simulated
a multiuser asynchronous system with 32 users distinguished by sequences constructed in Example 3.1. For sim-
plicity, we used a BPSK modulation and no additional spreading or error-control coding. The users were fully
asynchronous with misalignments between them taking random values from [0,31] chips. The phases of active
users’ modulators were also assumed random from [0,2π). Users were assumed to transmit packets of 1024 bytes.
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Figure 1:Peak magnitude of aperiodic correlation functions
for the sequences constructed in Example 3.1; dotted line - au-
tocorrelation functions, solid line - cross correlation functions
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Figure 2: Average BER due to the MAI for the asyn-
chronous CDMA system utilizing sequences from Walsh-
Hadamard sequences, and Example 3.1

The misalignments of users’ sequences and phases of their modulators were kept constant for the duration of each
packet. At the end of each transmitted packet, new constellations of interferers were randomly chosen as well
as sequence misalignments and modulator phases. The process was repeated for each of the 32 channels being
considered as a channel of interest for 2000 of packets, and an average bit error rate (BER) was then calculated
over all 32× 2000 results. The number of simultaneously active users was increased from 2 to 13. The channel
was assumed to be an additive white Gaussian (AWGN) channel with the SNR set to 20 dB to ensure that MAI
was the main source of errors. The implemented receiver was a simple correlative receiver. The resulting average
BER vs. the number of active users is plotted in Figure 2. For a comparison, we present there the corresponding
results for the Walsh-Hadamard sequences. It is clear that the system utilizing sequences developed in Example
3.1 performs significantly better, in particular for low number of active users.

5 Conclusion

In the paper, we proposed use of the quadri-phase orthogonal spreading sequences derived from mutually orthog-
onal (MO) complementary sets and modified using a diagonal modification method to achieve good aperiodic
cross-correlation characteristics. The sequences designed that way can exhibit a reasonable compromise between
autocorrelation and cross-correlation characteristics, and as shown through the simulations lead to good perfor-
mance when used in an asynchronous multiuser CDMA system. Further research should examine the system
performance in a more realistic multipath environment, with or without RAKE receivers.
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